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WHAT NEW BUILDING? 
More than a year ago the Board 
of Trustees decided to build a new 
building on the North Main St. site. 
Michael Everett, Head of Land­
scape Architecture, as Campus Plan­
ner and Consultant, was asked to 
submit a proposal to the Board sug­
gesting how to develop design guide­
lines and procedures for selecting 
an architect. 
Mr. Everett with Mr. Yoder, 
member of the Architectural faculty, 
submitted a plan for a two state 
competition. This plan encompassed 
guidelines from which all architects 
could understand the requirements 
and proceed with the realistic build­
ing design within the first phase 
two month period. This competition 
invited all registered architects 
in the New England states to submit 
plans. There would be a jury com­
prised of members of the Board of 
Trustees, faculty members from the 
department of Architecture and the 
Fine Arts, and students. They would 
select five or six finalists. These 
finalists in turn could proceed for 
four to six months develooinq their 
initial proposal and submit Design-
Build plan complete with budget cost 
and a commitment from a contracter. 
Last November it was learned 
by hearsay that the Board of Trustees 
had appointed a Building Committee 
^comprising of Board members, one 
faculty from Fine Arts and no archi­
tectural faculty representative. 
There was a flat rejection of 
Mr. Everett's proposal. There is 
no longer the office of Campus 
Planning or a Consultant. 
Since November, the Building 
Committee has sent approximately 
twenty-five letters to selected archi­
tectural offices inviting them to 
express interest in the new building 
commission. It h as gone the way of 
selecting architects based on 
personal preferences. 
WE ARE OUTRAGED BY THESE EVENTS. 
Consequently, we the undersigned 
students of architecture, are submit­
ting the following letter to the 
Building Committee for serious review, 
knowing that they will a nswer some 
of our questions. 
A Letter to the Building Committee 
Dea r S i rs : We the undersigned studdnts of 
the Divison of ArchitecturaI Studies 
have received ve ry little information 
concerning the process by which the 
new building in the North Main St. 
parking lot is going to be built. 
That which we do know comes 
through second hand information and 
rumors, but nevertheless, this fact, 
in i tself, points out one of the 
problems we are faced with. What 
we have learned from various sources 
is the following: 
1. The Building Committee's members 
are Mr. Bayard Ewing, Chairman of 
the Board of Trustees, RISD; Talbot 
Rantoul , Pres.; Mr. Murray Danforth, 
Treasurer; Mr. Fain, Business Exec­
utive; Mr. Samuel Lerner, Engineer; 
Mr. Sydney Greenwald, Mr. Robert 
Mason, R.I. Hospital Trust; and Mr. 
Gil Franklin, Chairman of Fine Arts 
Divison. 
2. The Building Committee is respon­
sible for selecting an architect to 
design the building in the North Main 
St. parking lot site. 
3. We know of no program existing 
that extablishes, in a comprehensive 
manner, as opposed to general guide­
lines, what is needed, who needs it, 
and how much is needed in the new 
building. 
A. You have not consulted the Divis­
ion of Architectural Studies on any 
matters pretaining to the building 
or even to the selection of an archi­
tect . 
5. There is not a member of the 
Architectural Studies Division on 
your committee. 
6. We understand that architects 
are being interviewed based on the 
capability of their names to generate 
support during the Centennial Fund 
Drive. 
To what extent these statements 
are facts we do not know. We can 
not and will not come to any conclu­
sions until we are better informed. 
However, these statements, due to 
their existence, do bring up some 
questions that we would like to 
ask you. And they are as follows: 
Are the administration and 
the Building Committee specifically 
ignoring the fact that this school 
has a division of architectural 
studies, which is one of the best 
in the country? 
Who in your committee, or which 
members of your committee has the 
experience necessary to assess the 
value of an architect's competence 
to design a building for this school 
in the North Main St. parking lot 
site? 
Why is an architect being 
hired without consulting the Divis­
ion of Architectural Studies and 
without having a comprehensive 
building program? 
Charles Perla 
Mark Hulla 
Thomas R. Navin 
Marcy Soronson 
Karen Fox 
Alec Cholok 
Peter Coan 
Morris Lipshitz 
Peter Rubinstein 
James Coan 
Claude Lubroth 
Robert Cornwel1 
Ike Benton 
Jim Madden 
5th year 
5th year 
3rd year 
5th year 
5th year 
5th year 
5th year 
5th year 
5th year 
2nd year 
5th year 
5th year 
5th year 
kth year 
STUDENT 
BOARD 
CARR HOUSE 
Carr House has been saved; 
Lynne Reynolds and Jenny Wall 
managers of Carr House Coffee 
House approached the Student 
Board with two rather grave 
problems concerning finances: 
The Board of Health paid a 
visit leaving a list of details 
that must be changed. The list, 
however was not as long as the 
amount of money it was expected 
to cost. The work study money 
that pays their salaries as 
managers is running out, for 
this year, and without pay it 
would be difficult for them to 
continue managing the affairs. 
Discussion led to several evident 
truths: 
- raise prices - defeats the 
purpose of Carr House 
- hire a r\evj set. of m anagers , 
hut. they've Hone a fant.ast.ic. ioh 
and Wnow the ropes etc. . for *ome 
One e\ *«= to to nov. 
would b e totally Inefficient and 
cirtt-Mn / cm / . 
- The atovc led d f fee t f y to 
the fact that provisions have to 
be made by the Board to guard 
against this for future years. 
- Possibly the Coffee House 
could be supported as is the 
Taproom. Research must be done 
on this. 
To deal with the immediate 
problem the Student Board allotted 
money enough to cover the salaries 
and the details insisted upon 
by the Board of Health. The 
other things mentioned are on 
the agenda to be researched so 
that the certain policies can be 
set into the guidelines before 
the end of the year. Which 
brings us to the next point. 
Student Board Handbook 
A Handbook for the Student 
Board is being designed to help 
future Board Members. Guidelines 
that we have learned from this 
year's experiences will be 
included. 
- a section on the new 
Boards background - about 
the change in the system, why 
etc. 
- a section on structure-
committees and voting procedures, 
i.e. resumes for committee 
elections. 
- a section on conducting 
meetings - that will take its 
basic structure from Roberts Rules 
of Order. 
- Chairmans duties 
- Secretarys duties 
- Treasurers duties 
- set prioritites that the 
continued on page 7. 
1 
IN ANSWER TO WRIGHT'S ARTICLE, 
ESSAY ON PAINTING AT RISD: 
When you criticize an ab­
straction, i.e., the Painting De­
partment, and do not offer crea­
tive alternatives, not much will 
change. Everyone involved will be 
empathetic towards your views, but 
the problem remains still vague, 
and therefore becomes just an attack 
on the whole situation. 
In any situation, it is the 
individual person who is apart of 
the whole. If our country is suf­
fering, it is because so many of 
us are consuming bad food and not 
thinking correctly. Each of us has 
channeled our thoughts in a nega­
tive direction. What it all comes 
down to is this: how much is each 
person giving of himself to his en­
vironment? For painters, it must 
stem from an inner light which in­
spires. And of course, we strive 
for this: that every painter work­
ing at RISD contribute as much as 
he is possibly able to, in th e way 
that he can, without end. In such 
a case the contribution of energy 
would be overwhelming. To think 
of the reverse, what the school can 
offer you, is erroneous and shallow, 
and to think of success as being 
a goal of the artist is as well. 
I would also 1 ike to point out that 
you must direct your criticisms 
with compassion, for the people 
who are not giving as much as they 
possibly can will inevitably be the 
ones to suffer the most. They, more 
than anyone else, need your percep­
tions. That attitude might even 
allow such a person to take a turn 
for the better, either as an artist, 
or in t he recognition that he does 
not actually in fact belong here 
right now. There is no sure way, 
as far as admitting students into 
the school is concerned, to anti­
c/pate his growth. Talent really 
is very minor compared to how much 
the student is willing to contri­
bute to that talent. A painter at 
RISD, or anywhere, can expect back 
precisely what he is willing to 
give. That last point: a big-name 
artist can be either a strong char­
acter or, just a Biggie. Concen­
trate on absorbing all that is 
around you while you are here, in­
cluding the character of people 
around you. After school, the 
amounts of concentrated efforts will 
diminuish proportionately. Get to 
the point now whereby you are cre­
atively controlling your environ­
ment . 
Lorna Ritz 
Faculty, Fine 
Arts Dept. 
I would like to congratulate 
R.S. Wright for the excellent and 
perceptive article, "Painting at 
RISD". I was beginning to think 
everyone at RISD had gone blind to 
the real problems and situations 
that exist at this mecca for "art­
istic enlightenment". While read­
ing Wright's essay, I wa s thinking 
of at least one other department 
where similarities and inequities 
a 1 so exist. 
As a transferstudent (like many 
others here) I expe cted to find 
a strong sense of seriousness from 
students and the school in general. 
Yet I now feel that this attitude 
doesn't exist at all. Perhaps 
this general attitude of apathy is 
a result of never facing the poss-
ibi1ty of failure. In r eality 
people do fail, so one must be able 
to admit failure and continue to 
grow from the loss. 
I am also discouraged to find 
that the reputation of some depart­
ments, and the school in general, 
is, in many cases, based on figure­
head faculty who, may be great art­
ists, but are not great teachers. 
One solution to this problem could 
be the institution of student e-
valuations for each course instruc 
or. These would solve many pro­
blems with instructors if the ad-
ministrat ion would consider these 
evaluations seriously. 
There also exists at RISD a 
wandering of minds in terms of in­
dividual direction. Granted we are 
here to grow and learn, but many 
people are not taking the time to 
think about themselves and their 
directions. Too many are finding 
their material in the hip RISD 
group- sensationalism that exists 
here. What will happen when RISD 
releases its children who have 
been pampered and coddled? Will 
the "artists" who delude themselve: 
here succeed in any ways of life? 
A sense of reality in the directior 
of life and death needs to be 
seriously considered. 
The problems here are many 
and solutions too few. Yet, with 
an awareness of the situation, 
and the desire to reject the "stati 
quo", this school can grow and im­
prove. Anything, anywhere can be 
accomplished and with some small 
effort from all, it will. 
Jonathan Rho 
ESSAY: PAINTING at RISD- AGAIN 
PLEASE..." 
As there are always two sides 
to the proverbial coin, I thin k 
that a look at the painting depart­
ment's other side is needed. Much 
criticism has been leveled at the 
painting Department and I thi nk 
alot of it is unwarranted. Unfort­
unately I don't know R.S. Wright 
but his "Essay" in the March 8 
issue of Press brought up a number 
of points which I h ave heard be­
fore in some form or another-
some of which is valid and some, 
' Letters 
not so. 
First of all there seems to 
be a basic contradiction in Wright's 
"Essay". If the premise is ac­
cepted that "reaching maturity in 
painting is long in coming, taking 
anywhere from ten to thirty years," 
who then is to say that work being 
done by RISD painters should be 
"worth a half a damn in profession­
al stature" now. Who can judge 
at this point who should be allowed 
the honorary title of Painter and 
who should not? The only way it 
seems then to judge fairly who is 
a "Sunday Painter" and who is not 
(once they are admitted to this 
Institution) , is by the quantity 
of work being produced. But that 
is a ridiculous assumption too 
because some very serious painters 
around RISD work at a slow but dil­
igent pace. I per sonally cannot 
think of many spec if ?c "painters" 
who should not be here because 
they are only "freaks, loafers, 
beautiful people, or Sunday paint­
ers". As far as Naomi, Jeff, and 
Marc are concerned, I did not see 
their much publicized show (which 
by the way, generated many dis­
cussions the likes of which I 
haven't heard around RISD for a 
while) and I am not familiar with 
Marc's work, but I ha ve seen some 
great things that both Naomi and 
Jeff have done. Because they 
don't fit a particular painting 
mold does'nt mean that they aren't 
serious about their work. I pe r­
sonally don't believe that they 
are doing things that are "perverse, 
base, ugly (?) , etc., etc." for an 
end in itself. They have just as much 
right to be here as do any of the 
other Boticellis around and provide 
a very different stimulus in t he 
department, which is what we are 
here for and should demand as 
student "painters". 
The only criticism I woul d 
have about the department is that 
there is not enough group exposure 
to what everyone is doing. I ca me 
to this school to be in stimulating 
environment with other painters or 
"aspiring painters" because it af­
fords the most opportunity to paint 
and demands a discipline other than 
would be required at a Liberal Arts 
school. One has to be something 
other than "school-discipiined" to 
paint. This would explain the seem­
ingly surface casual or non-committal 
painter- they haven't assumed this 
discipline yet. This is true in 
all departments- but there are less 
material-oriented aspects to "master" 
in painting and therefore seemingly 
more "loafers". That is what I 
expect from this school, not so much 
a degree for the future, and I thi nk 
RISD promotes that discipline in 
oneself whether visible now or not. 
As for having "mainstream 
artists" come to visit RISD, most 
(if not all) of them require ex­
tremely exhorbitant fees to talk 
to anybody and with the budgets as 
tight as they are around here we'd 
be lucky if we even got one "star" 
here. I pe rsonally found Alice 
Neel an engaging painter and defin-
ately learned something from Leland 
Bell's lecture last week. He, by 
the way, has made "it" in the Big 
City so it will be interesting to 
hear what he has to say about RISD 
painting. 
All in all, I thi nk there are 
great "painters" or "potential 
continued on page 10. 
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COPY QUEEN 
°%ff THE RECORD 
More about the "Speaker 
Series": we feel a series 
of big name professionals of the 
likes of Rauschenberg, Johnston, 
Olitski, Albers, Morris Louis, 
Vonnegut, Mailer, etc... will 
help contribute a more profession­
al education than we are getting 
here. Of course, it will not 
diredtly make us better painters, 
but our thinking, our communica­
tions, discussions, etc... will 
be more inspired and at a higher 
level. Also, a series will 
boost the direct contact we have 
with the professional world, and 
hopefully activate the stale 
air and growing apathy in the 
studios. 
How? A project of the likes 
of this is huge, and quite expen­
sive. Most speakers charge up­
wards from $1500 for an appearance. 
Of course, the Painting Club, nor 
any other club, has that kind of 
money. A solution might be to 
pool Club money to Department 
money; perhaps the Museum would 
be interested in the series, as 
we could open it to the public, 
after the students and the 
museum members already bought 
their tickets. Yes, we think it 
would be necessary to charge an 
admission. Gordy Allen told us 
that most such speeches hardly 
fill half the auditorium and 
even less if an admission is 
charged. We think otherwise. 
If a series of people 11ke 
the above could be set up, with 
a $2.00 admission charge - there 
might,Just might, be enough students, museum members, and 
general public to make the 
books even. 
What do you think? If a 
series of IO big-name, very 
important public art figures 
could be set up (at $20 cost for 
series tickets), would the 
majority of the RISD population 
care enough to take advantage of 
this chance? Maybe if we had 
enough names petitioned we could 
get the Museum and the Art 
departments to back us. Any 
thing is possible. 
BRIGHT MOMENTS -
Rahsaan Roland Kirk 
(Atlantic SD - 2907) 
I re lish the opportunity 
to see Rahsaan Roland Kirk. 
From my introduction to him at the 
Boston Globe Jazz Festival of 1967 
to his recent appearance at the 
Jazz Workshop, Kirk assumes 
command and electrifies the air 
with a gusto and inventiveness 
that few musicians have. Kirk 
has jammed with a condescending, 
ridiculing Frank Zappa and forced 
him to shed his spoof and to 
perform with an integrity that 
was rare from Zappa. Kirk assumes 
that kind of Command. Despite 
his blindness, his ability to 
play two horns simultaneously, 
to play flute a la nose - Rahsaan 
Roland Kirk is among the world's 
finest musicians. It is with 
great enthusiasm that I rev iew 
his recent live Atlantic release, 
Bright Moments. 
Kirk is in the tradition 
of post Coltrane saxaphonists, 
aware that the black iazzman's 
plight is directly proportional 
to his people at large. No 
matter what level of genius they 
aspire to, it's a white man's 
corporate world. Although 
the Allman Brothers Band or the 
Beatles for that matter can 
cash in on black genius, the 
original artist is a subtitle 
"by the way". Kirk's bitter­
ness, by now salted with humor, 
is widely apparent. 
Side one begins with an 
uptempo "pedal up". The pianist, 
Ron Burton, lays a McCoy Tyner 
(Coltrane's great pianist) like 
progression underneath, full and 
harmonious. Kirk rides along this 
fine chording with a smooth and 
clean mid-range sound on the 
soprano sax reminiscent of John 
Coltrane. In fact, the whole 
number rings of My Favorite 
Things (one of Coltrane's great 
a 1 bums). Kirk's solo is 
similar to the classic Coltrane 
"sheets of Sound". Burton's sole 
follows the changes a little too 
closely and lacks an overall 
unity. Nevertheless, the total 
number is refreshing and grand 
for an album opener. Kirk ends 
in a self-duet, playing two horns 
simultaneously to Duke Ellington's 
"Satan Doll" - truly the musician 
supreme. 
The second song is Bur t 
Bacharach's "You'll Never Get to 
Heaven". It sets up with Coltrane's 
"A Love Supreme" chording, that 
underscore the entire number. Kirk employs it before and after 
the theme statement . M A lmprov\-zatlon is upon this MaJ. 7/min. 6 
progression (also in Pharoah 
Sand or ' s  K a r m a )  . The orlc/lnal 
progression builds to a point 
where Kirk suddenly slides into 
the Bacharach theme. This 
sliding into theme or solo 
began with Lester Young in the 
early ^O's on a Basie composi­
tion - "Lester Leaps In". Kirk's 
sound is a full synthesis of 
saxaphone history. This album 
is a real showcase for this. 
Burton's solo this time is 
much freer, floating and soaring 
at times over the undercurrent 
partly carried by bassist Henry 
Pearson is dissimular enough to 
Coltrane's bassist Jimmy 
Garrison to retain a distinct 
sound. Kirk's solo screams in 
Coltrane tradition but the 
powerful and joyful theme is 
rendered in a way wholy Roland 
Kirk. 
Side two begins with "CIicfe-
ity-Clack" a Kirk poem that decries 
the debasement of the jazz art­
ist and the black plight at large: 
"clickity-clack, 
clickity-clack, 
someone bring my spirit 
back". 
Kirk gives us a glimpse of this 
refrain in Duke Ellington's "Pre­
lude to a Kiss". Kirk sheds the 
Coltrane of the 60's for a Johnny 
Hodges of the 50's and that full 
full tenor sound. Burton's very 
mel low accompan iment sets up 
the subtle mood for this sensual 
ballad. He seems to anticipate 
and echo Kirk's nostalgia for 
the lost spirit. Kirk's sax is 
husky and further emphasizes the 
man's unbounded versatility 
"The Nose Knows" is Kirk's 
nose flute trip displaying a 
surprising virtuosity of the nose. 
His nose can move! 
"Bright Moments", the title 
cut is a Brazilian sound. Kirk 
uses a flute sound that lendsit-
self to a beautiful samba-
truly a bright moment. 
Another highlight of this 
double album is the Rodger's and 
Hammerstein's "If I-Loved You". 
Kirk displays a roaring, blazing 
alto sound. Ron Burton's solo 
dissects the theme and method­
ically explores the piece in a 
rolling Errol Garner fashion. 
Finally, (Thomas) Fats 
Wal1er 
fo rmed 
s "Jitterbug Waltz" is per-
the classic jazz waltz in 
rhythm of 1.2+3/1.2 + 3. Kirk's 
solo is light and airy as the comp­
osition demands. 
Overal1 , the sounds are free 
and flowing. The allusions to 
past artists gives richness and 
never approaches the cliche. Rah­
saan can escape his bitterness 
throughhis music and so can we. 
No matter how many Downbeat^ and 
Playboy awards he wins~(dozens by 
now) , he still remains one 
classic uncompromising musician. 
J.M. 
ROCK AND ROLL ANIMAL- LOU REED 
(RCA APL 1-0A72) 
Lou Reed is obviously no 
stranger to rock and roll. Having 
been around for a long time, 
through his 6 years with the Velvet 
Underground and as a solo artist. 
Since 1972, his is a very curious 
and consistent career. Stephen 
Davis, a critic for Rolling Stone 
stated in Dec. 20, 1373 that Lou 
Reed's last album, 6er 1 In, vias 
Lou's "last shot at a or\c.e prom­
ising cartor. Reed's newest release, Hoc.V. »nd 
Ro 1 1 A n imAL makan Day i m mat h 
osvn v*orda. It ~a, probably mamy 
for a reviewer attached to Trans­
former (early 19&3) with all 
Transformer's sensitive lyricisms 
to sit through Berlin's hard 
conceptua1ism. But Rock and Ro11 
Animal ti es all the past efforts 
intelligently together, by taking 
a nostalgic (yet critical) look 
at his past and projecting all 
into purely present tense in a 
1ive performance. Recorded 1ive 
at Howard Stein'$ Academy of Music 
in NYC, Rock and Roll Animal is 
one of the tightest, strongest, 
and freshest live albums in rock 
since the Allman Brothers Live At 
the Fillmore East, All five cuts 
were written by Lou at some 
point during the Velvet Underground 
days, except for "Lady Day" (Berlin) 
The engineering work is remark­
ably clear and Lou's guitar work 
is incredibly mature and controlled, 
ironically, for all its seemingly 
wildness. 
Side one opens with a slow 
buildup interchanged between the 
two lead guitars. The opening 
rhythms of "Sweet Jane" appear out 
of nowhere in the background as 
the tantalizing guitars work en­
ergetically between themselves, 
until the entire band finally 
breaks into the song: 
"Standing on a corner, 
Suitcase in my hand... 
...me honey? I'm a rock and 
rol1 band..." 
The next cut, "Heroin" is 
much the same as the original 
Velvet Undergroud version, but 
the instrumentation is more clee 
THE RECORD 
ly defined. The compos isition is 
marked by strong and bold con­
trasts, thrown back and forth from 
Lou's vocalizing with a soft, 
melodic guitar, to a driving in­
strumentation by the band. 
"White Light/White Heat, the 
title cut from Velvet Underground's 
second Lp, opens side two. A 
faster version than the original, 
Lou alternates between the vocal 
and a truly crisp lead guitar. 
He then undertakes a much slower 
and lyrical, (yet brisk) "Lady 
Day", capturing the audience in 
a breathless and sensitive mo­
ment. Silence follows. A 
voice from the audience cries out, 
"Rock1 n1 Rol 1 !11 and Reed responds. 
A pulsating, mad rhythm begins to 
build and Lou Reed in his finest 
moment of glory, breaks into a 
powerful lead. 
"Jeannie said when she was just 
five years old, 
'You know there is nothing happen­
ing 
at all; 
Everytime she put on the radio, 
There was nothing going down at 
all. 
Then one fine morning she turned on 
a New York radio station 
She couldn't believe what she's 
heard at all, 
She started dancing to that fine, 
fine, music, 
Her life was saved by rock'n'roll." 
After the song, on the Under­
ground version, Reed came up with 
an incredible lead. Here, he 
filters out the song in a strange 
exotic rhythm. 
All we can say is, Davis 
pulled one gigantic fart during 
his Ber1in review, dismissing 
Reed from all seriousness. Reed 
is here to stay. 
Ta da! Bomb of the week! 
Easy Listening featured big 
names like Trini Lopez, The Asso­
ciation, Mama Cass, etc. ($6) . 
Sitting in front of a TV set, 
on a cold Tuesday night, the clock 
struck seven, and our favorite 
show "Doctor In the House" should 
appear. But lo! our inspeakable 
terror arose with the flash of 
Trini Lopez's wicked, deceiving 
grin across the screen. "Hi , 
remember me? I'm Trini Lopez". 
Pushing our gastic acid as he 
pushes a collection of top *+0 
shits. Comprising of "a se­
lection of some of my favorites, 
and yours." C'mon now. Just 
sit back, take it easy, and 
wait for the show to start. 
Why do they do this to us? 
The above records are 
available at the Beacon Record 
Shops; 821 North Main Street 
and 288 Thayer Street. Easy 
Listening is available through 
your local TV station 
John Missel1 
George Sargent 
Bob Wright 
THE NEWEST 
IN ROCK MUSIC 
QUILTS 
Jonathan Holstein 
How did this unique collection and lecture get 
started? 
"It began when Gail and I saw some q uilts in the 
back of a junk shop," says the young Harvard 
graduate, art connoisseur and co-collector of the 
world's foremost quilt collection, "and realized we 
were looking not at bed covers but at great designs. 
"They seemed like contemporary paintings to us. 
We w ondered if they were part of a w hole body of 
such design or if they were just modern by chance. 
"The more we looked, the more we realized that 
American quilts represent an early and extremely 
important development of abstract designs." 
Over 400 superb quilts later, this extraordinary 
collection has been shown at some of the world's 
leading museums, comprising a veritable festival of 
stunning American graphic art and receiving critical 
raves. 
The exhibition created a sensation at the Whitney 
Museum of American Art and then the Musees des 
Arts Decoratifs of The Louvre, these two showings 
literally creating an international boom in quilt 
collecting. Indeed, as an article entitled "Hidden 
Treasures in Your Attic" in the March 1973 issue o f 
f+Ot) 331SSS3 
Dial the Rhode Island School 
of Design Informaton Line for 
current Student, Museum, Alumni 
and community activities. 
CALL HOKE 
272-3396 
ENERGY 
A series of slide talks on 
problems caused by James Watt 
I Primary Sources Fossils, the 
A1TERNATIVES: SOLAR, NUCLEAR, 
GEOTHERMAL, WIND 
Biological: METHANE CONVERSION 
DEVICES: Fuel Cells A Stirling 
engine will be run 
Wed., March 2o, 11am. Aud. 
SPEAKER': Professor John W. Lincoln, 
Division of Architectural Studies, 
Rhode Island School of Design. 
Material incorporated in this 
talk has been collected since 1971, 
and became part of a History of 
Technology, funded by a grant fo 
from the Union of Independant Col­
leges of Art in 1973 
McCall's pointed out, prices for quilts have soared 
from the modest $10 to $25 apiece that Jon and Gail 
paid to over $300 in some ultra-chic large city shops. 
"If you want to buy a quilt," says Jon, "stay away 
from city stores, where prices are skyrocketing, and 
visit rural markets and antique dealers. You'll get a 
fairer shake there." 
The collection has also appeared at the Stedelijk 
Museum in Amsterdam, at the Palais des Beaux Arts 
in Brussels and at the Renwick Gallery in Washington, 
D.C. (the latter under the auspices of the Director of 
The National Collection of Fine Arts in co-operation 
with the Smithsonian Institution, which is currently 
sponsoring a touring exhibition at over 25 museums 
across the United States). 
From his talk, you will learn: 
• why he considers quilts "an American design 
phenomenon" and therefore important and valu­
able works of art. 
• their fascinating history. .. 
• why making them was so p opular in 19th century 
America. . . 
• how they got delicious names like "Burgoyne 
Surrounded," "Wild Goose Chase," "Drunkard's 
Path," "Delectable Mountains" and "Tree Ever­
lasting." 
• As an added fillip, Mr. Holstein will identify and 
discuss qu ilts brought in by the audience! This is one 
of the liveliest and most unusual aspects of his 
presentation, as many quilt owners and lovers dis­
cover unsuspected merits to these once humble pieces 
handed down by other generations. 
Author of the forthcoming definitive book on the 
subject, "AMERICAN PIECED QUILTS," (published 
by The New York Graphic Society) Mr. Holstein 
speaks enthusiastically and movingly about his topic. 
His talk will give you new insight-and pride-into the 
anonymous art of America's women. 
Mr. Holstein will speak 
at the RISD Auditorium 
on March 28,1^7^. 
Lecture Topic: 
"A11 About Quiltsi An 
American Phenomenon" 
(with a selection of 
quilts displayed and 
explained 
the BUY line 
With the return of the dances 
from the 50's like the "Lindy," 
Grease in the Civic Center, and 
of our Deco, nostalgia 
1ives. 
When 
visited a 
which you 
the gang? 
found to 
is a part 
was the last time you 
malt shop, the kind in 
might see Ricky Nelson and 
The closest thing I ha ve 
the old hangout is Lloyd's 
at Waterman and Brook Streets. 
Pine panelling, table nooks, 
and swivel stools make the largest 
impression on yo. They have recent­
ly doubled the size of the shop 
and now have beer on tap. Cabinets, 
frappes, and freezes are excellent 
choices here. 
The best buy on ice cream, 
however, is at Brown. "The Gate" 
on the Pembroke campus, has sundaes 
for 35C with your choice of top­
pings. Portions are very generous. 
In the basement of a building 
in the fraternity area, is the "Ivy 
Room." The selection of ice cream 
and sandwiches is the same at "The 
Gate" and the "Ivy Room" although 
sandwiches seem to taste better in 
the "Ivy Room." 
Thomas Limone 
i 
J ft! I j 
Women, Wintersessbn, New York 
PERSONAL STATEMENTS BY THE STUDENTS 
IN THE WINTERSESSION COURSE IN 
NEW YORK- PRIMARILY FOR WOMEN 
The Wintersession course in 
New York. Primarily for Women, 
conszsted of informal studio and 
museum visits with other women art­
ists, curators and critics. The 
women we saw were: Nancy Azara 
Louise Bourgeois, Miriam Brumer! 
Carlson, Susie Crile, Emilu 
Elman, Audrey Flack, Hermein Ford 
JuUe Gross, Carol Haerer, Pat Hills 
Evon Jacquette, Barbara Kruger, Al-
ucza Legg, Marilyn Lemer, Lucy Lip-
f,,. L z n d a  Shearer, Elka Solomon, 
Marcza Tucker, Slyvia Stone, Nina 
Yankowztz and Barbara Zucker 
These studio visits made it possible 
for the students to talk with and 
see the work of other women artists 
first hand. Along with the above 
agenda the students also worked on 
thezrown independant projects which 
ranged from paznting, pottery, 
creating environments, experimenting 
wzth new materials, to creating a 
quilt. Here are some of the per­
sonal statements made by all the 
students involved in this Winter-
session course. 
STATEMENTS: 
Carolyn Hal 1 
Wintersession in New York has been a time for self examination and expression, incorporated into, 
and because of, the incredible in­
put from events on and off the sched­ule. Possibi 1 it ies that were exposed 
ranged from revo1utionary to pedes­
trian. I feel that this program 
should be continued, and similar 
ones created for students outside 
of the fine arts. 
New York City's condensed 
richness is obvious and needs no 
underlining. I fou nd a powerful 
sense of being involved at all 
times. I had forgotten that this 
was a credited course and that my 
participation was obligatory. It 
became a life style, almost religion, 
that planted seeds which will con­
tinue sprouting for a long time. 
During studio visits, both 
philosophy and technical problems 
were shared. There was an un­
defined bond created between students 
and the people visited. Louise 
Bourgeoise set .up some two-way 
street thought traffic that keeps 
on coming, and earned a great deal 
of respect from all of us. 
Painting independently was 
difficult because of the amount of 
stimulation. Ideas came so quickly 
that sorting would have to be done 
later. Focusing in on one ambitious 
attempt after another in the paint­
ings fragmented them and frustrated 
me. With these time-bombs stored, 
I am anxious to see what will happen 
with next semester's work. 
Donna Coleman 
Except for the air pollution, 
N.Y.C. is indescribably good. This 
experience really goes down as one 
of the top ten. I can't begin to 
summarize all that I fel t, thought, 
learned, all the idols I destroyed 
and built up, all the good food I 
ate, all the stimulating people I 
met, all the excitement that was 
present every day. I lea rned as 
much about life and art in this 
month as I hav e at any other time. 
Not only did I ha ve the time to 
do private thinking, I also had the 
incredible opportunity to meet 
some very interesting people that 
I could never have made contact with 
on my own. All of them were absolute­
ly inspiring. 
How can you keep them down on 
the farm after they've seen Paris? 
Charlotte Slade 
Talking with women artists and 
other people of the art world on a 
personal as well as professional 
level was a tremendous learning ex­
perience to put it mildly. So many 
whys, hows, and shoulds were an­
swered along with new ones raised. 
But I th ink the most positive out­
growth was a supportive affirma­
tion of myself as a creative per­
son with something valid to say. 
I b elieve this is essential for one 
to feel in order to take his or 
her art seriously. Since the estab­
lishment has proven in the past not 
to take women seriously as artist, 
obviously women have a harder strug­
gle. This is why it was terribly 
important for me to realize the many 
women artists working today who have 
somehow managed to overcome and are 
doing what satisfies them most. 
Also I might add, the combi­
nation of not working from crowded 
RISD classroom setups, plus the 
stimulus and intensity of living in 
N.Y.C. had profound effects on my 
work produced in the six weeks. For once I fe lt my pe r sona1 Ity and v1 sion starting to emerge. 
C h r i s  PoggI  a n  I New York City I s a point of no 
return from which ends and begin­
nings must germinate. it is hard 
to conceive that one would not be 
swept into life by the momentum of 
the city. Louise Bourgeois stated 
that, "It is not the artist who 
rejects life, it is life who rejects 
the artist." which tends to dis­
creetly suggest that the artist must 
fully involve himself with life. 
As the world knows, New York 
City has enveloped mainstream art. 
Granted, there are good artists 
there, but they are removed from 
the stream. They are aware of the 
politicalization of the avante garde 
I, II, III, and IV, the finagling 
of galleries and collectors. How­
ever they have lent themselves to 
some type of rich life which res­
cues them from all the empty art 
around them. The mainstream holds 
the same dangers as the jet set. 
After all, how long will the bump 
and socking it last? 
Beth Sutherland 
What I lear ned in the Big City 
1. That "mainstream art" is not 
how N.Y. art should be judged. 
2. That when I gro w up I'll 
turn out O.K. and not like the 
"little old lady artist" image 
of having a great hobby, or 
the "hard core I've got to be 
one of the boys" if I wan t to 
be an artist. 
3. That even if I do have to go 
through the poor-starving-
artist syndrome, things will 
be fine in the long run. 
That I re ally do have to com­
promise. 
5. I lost all desires to show in 
6. 
galleries. I don't want to 5 
hussle work, play fullerbrush 
man with my paintings. If any­
one wants my work in galleries 
they're going to manage it and 
come and get it. I just don't 
want to deal with it. I'd 
rather get some dumb job and 
have art have no relation to 
my financial situation. (As 
if anybody but Picasso and the 
Velvet Art Factories could do 
that.) 
What N.Y.C. walking at speeds 
is al1 about. 
Karen Jenkins 
I feel that this course has been 
the very best experience which has 
happened to me in connection with 
my art ever. There are two basic 
insights which I hav e gained through 
it t hat are invaluable to me. The 
first is a more realistic, less 
romantic vew of the difficulties in­
volved in living as an artist. I've 
become especially aware of 
those special roadblocks which 
exist for women in the field. 
Secondly, I hav e spoken to 
women artists, thus have been 
given models-heroines-examples 
which I 1d never had before. 
The knowledge of the hardships which 
might have discouraged me has been 
offset by the many strong women who 
have overcome them and who were so 
interested and encouraging to us, 
so that the net result has been a 
conviction on my part to try to do 
the same. \ fee l that through this 
experience that art world is no 
longer totally unknown to me and 
hence, \ have begun to conquer my fears both of failure and suc­cess through knovjl edge . Or* a more sen«ra\ \eve\ . V \ «« the whole hew York, experience has 
contributed to my th . n.>/"" ab/e to see* yoot/ Morfc bot/i ! ti m*J — 
seums and stud Ios each day is so 
beneficial, and being surrounded 
by an art world which is very 
tangible rather than something you 
read about makes for an opportun­
ity to think about a decison to enter 
or not enter it bas ed on first hand 
knowledge. I kn ow that all these 
inputs, especially the studio visits 
has had and will continue to have 
a positive effect on my work. 
Mary Codd 
The experience of living in 
N.Y.C., talking to women artists 
there and working with people at a 
Pottery in the city helped me to 
make a lot of decisions about my­
self and where I am going. It gave 
me a lot more self-confidence, 
when I real ized other women were 
working on their art, being shown 
and being recognized. It has given 
me a more realistic approach to 
those problems I will face when I 
leave school, so I am a little bit 
better prepared for them now. 
I found that most of these women 
were in their mid-late thirties and 
were just now being recognized and 
it made me feel that I had more time 
to work than I tho ught. That new 
sense of time seemed to add a new 
dimension. I feel better about 
taking my time now and progressing 
at my own rate, and exploring new 
things. 
Margie Bachman 
My personal experience in New 
York was an intensive learning 
experience both joyous and painful. 
I re turn to RISD with a clearer 
idea of what I do and do not want 
6 continued from page 5 
and strength and self confidence to 
pursue those things. 
Before I wen t, I wond ered if 
I wa s a painter. Now I'm sure I'm 
not. I ha dn't considered sculpture 
but now am excited by the possibil­
ities, especially the sculptural 
uses of yarn, fabric and sewing and 
knitting techniques. More important­
ly, I don't have to be a painter or 
a sculptor to be a creative person. 
I am more willing to invest myself 
in apparel design so that I'm ade­
quately prepared to realize my par­
ticular vision of what clothing 
should be. 
I got in touch with the reality 
of art in Barbara Zucker's studio 
as compared with the image of art 
(Good housekeeping seal of approval) 
at MOMA. My definition of what it 
means to "succeed" as an artist has 
changed. Seeing the thought and 
process leading to a finsihed work 
of art helped me really appreciate 
each individual's search, even when 
I wasn 't turned on by the final 
product. I brin g this new capacity 
for appreciation and constructive 
react ion back to RISD. 
I lea rned not only to value 
and trust myself and take myself 
seriously but to believe that others 
take me seriously too. 
Art as God was destroyed for 
me by Louise Bougeoise. I had a n 
image of the artist as the_ most sens­
itive, fully alive, fully experi­
encing human being. This is not 
necessarily so. A new question 
arises: If I'm not making art to 
satisfy my need to believe I'm the 
highest form of humanity, then 
why am I maki ng it? A new search 
beg i ns. 
As an apparel designer, I may 
find it necessary to move to New 
York. Six weeks of living as a 
transient were hard on me, but this 
visit gave me more tangible informa­
tion about what I coul d and could 
not take about living there. I hav e 
a better idea what I'd need to do 
if I wante d to survive there on 
a permanent basis. 
In all, this wintersession 
was valuable to me beyond words or 
tuition paid. It was incredibly 
affirming to me as a creative young 
woman. I hop e others will have this 
same opportunity in the years to 
come. 
While meeting as a group at 
HOP TO 
i \ 
SIGN UP NOW FOR 
NTRAMURAL SOFTBALL 
the end of Wintersession to discuss 
our experiences, we concluded it was 
important for this course to contin­
ue every year and possibly one which 
would run for an entire semester. 
The semester work study course in 
New York primarily for women would 
consist of studio visits, at least 
one meeting every week among the 
students, group and individual crit­
ics once a month. While all of this 
going on each student would be 
working on an individual project. 
We also felt the need for having 
women's work included in t he RISD 
slide file and incorporated into any 
future art history classes. 
For whatever reason in the 
statements given there is no men­
tion of the course instructor, 
Joan Thorne. Joan is entirely 
responsible for setting up every 
interview personally, as well as 
having given crits throughout the 
duration of the course to the women 
who participated. 
She has done something innova­
tive and tremendously constructive 
for these women and I feel her 
effort should be recognized and 
applauded. 
(Lyn Reynolds) 
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UNDER YOUR SMILE by TJ Williams 
As I wa lk into the building 
And my body touches yours 
You jump with "O excuse me!" StlA A p ushing tor the doors 
With LIBERATION on your face, 
Knowing all the while 
The terror in your heart 
And the hatred 
Under your smile. 
As you wickedly manipulate 
All my ups and downs 
You're telling me we're equal 
Where injustices are found 
"We're sisters, friends, comrads... 
Knowing al1 the while 
The terror in your heart 
And the hatred 
Under your smile. 
I se e feelings in you 
Your mother showed to mine 
I se e the lies, the evils, 
And the trickery that shines 
You watch your empire crumble 
Knowing al1 the while 
The terror in your heart 
And the hatred 
Under your smile. 
Your cry is, "Sisters Unite, 
As women we shall be free." 
But, you question my true beauty, 
My loves, my dignity. 
You say my mind's not open 
Knowing al1 the while 
The terror in your heart 
And the hatred ' 
Under your smile 
"Women's Liberation" 
Is a 1ine I can't defend 
Until, I feed my children 
Unti1 , I fre e my men 
So you watch, you laugh, you listen 
Knowing all the while 
The terror in my heart 
And the hatred? 
Under my_ smile. 
Student Board 
Con't from page 1 
must deal with, 
submit budgets, 
Student Board 
- how to 
appeals, etc. 
- how RISD works on paper-
who is in charge of what, where, 
when. 
Yvonne Beecher was present 
to ask each Board Member to speak 
to Department heads concerning -
parents weekend, i.e. to make 
sure students will be engaged in 
some studio work on April 20, 
9"^:30. There will be tour 
groups morning and afternoon. 
The Student Board has 
endorsed the forming of a 
Student Advisory Committee to 
our school's infirmary. The 
purpose of which will be to 
provide the students with an 
opportunity for being involved in 
policy making, future programs, 
and interaction between 
infirmary staff and student body. 
This is to improve the infirmary 
services through continual student 
and faculty evaluation and input. 
The committee will consist of a 
Student Board Member as chairman, 
two students - graduate and 
undergraduate, two faculty 
members and Dean Davies. The 
students should reflect needs 
associated with differences in 
age, sex, campus residence, and 
marital status. 
Please contact Mark Hulla, 
Box 1202 as soon as possible 
for further details on brinqinq 
this committee together. 
After careful discussion and 
consideration the Student Board 
has voted to support the Block 
Planning that is now being 
researched. 
AGENDA FOR NEXT WEEK 
better 
- Red Ba11 
-proposals for a 
budget formula. 
-discussion on new elections 
for next year. 
-more details on guidelines 
handbook 
-drafting of a letter 
from the Student Board to 
Freshman. 
-more feedback on evaluations 
March 18 
Dean Davies 
k;30 pm 
office 
(401)331-6363 
Dial the Rhode Island School 
of Design Information Line for 
current Student, Museum, Alumni 
and community activities. 
niRK 
rWOlfl IVIAKCH 22 UNTIL APRIL 14. OPEN­
ING FRIDAY, MARCH 22, 6:30 P.M. GALLERY HOURS: 1:00 TO 4:30 PM 
,X,^L~3-°HD..MA?JDALAS; a new series employing 'in-
MUSEUM IN 
TORMENT 
Have you visited the current 
House of Horrors at the RISD 
Museum yet? The only thing 
unusual about this show compared 
with those in the past is that the 
subject matter also happens to 
be horrifying. Even then the 
works of Art are nothing when 
compared to the insensitive 
handling in the mounting of the 
exhibition. 
It seems incredible that any 
Museum should lack the capable 
personnel responsible for mounting 
a show. But for a Museum attached 
to an Art school, it i s unfor­
givable. Anyone with a sensitive 
eye cannot help but be tortured 
by the RISD Museum's inability to 
conceive space and its relations-
ship to Art. It's obvious no one 
on the Museum's staff can claim 
to have this ability. Moreover, 
if experience counts for anything, 
they would have to be ashamed to 
admit they do. 
For a perfect case in point 
take a walk throught the two 
current exhibitions now on view 
on C Floor, First Europe in 
Torment. If you allow your 
curiosity to outweigh your 
sensitivities, you may be able 
to overcome the exhibition in the 
first room and walk on to the 
next. \f however at this point 
you are able to enter and 
continue to view this sVaow , you 
either have a great dea\ of 
fortitude or vou are wear\r\<a 
binders. « Afmrm a / / f t le p / c tU rd < rt cj i n the onormous room? 
Conversely ,...poor St. Peter... 
talk about the catacombs' 
Supposedly a monumental find and 
maybe the monumental exhibition 
of the year tucked away in what 
is affectionatly called "the 
cave" as if the Museum were 
trying to bury St. Peter, 
rather than praise him. If you 
walk slowly and don't. turn 
around quickly you may get> 
through without knocking some­
thing over. 
Why is t his type of in­
sensitive exhibition design 
carried out? And by whom? 
Mark Hulla 
BEHIND THE WHEEL 
I seem to have gotten all out of time. 
You move your legs. 
I'll move mine, 
And still I'm sensing something amiss. 
There must be more to us than this. 
The laundry bag, forgotten in the lobby, 
It mi ght have been, 
Someone else's hobby, 
Did you expect me to ignore, 
The papers that said, "I don 
anymore?" 
t want you 
After sitting through the seminar, 
I thou ght we'd climb, 
Into the back seat of the car. 
But my legs came out of joint, 
And you drove me back to West Point. 
Better Football For Boys 
2. P. Mimio- Jesus & The Jet Bombers 3. M.B. Kosher- Jay Dee EI 1. W. DeSalvo- Defo Defelices 
(fl KT 
THE NEWEST 
IN ROCK MUSIC 
CALL HOKE 
272-3335 
PARKLAND 
HOSPITAL 
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oc> o 
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K 
K 
WHO HAS TMt BALL ? NPS-hR/L RED 
b. (S)J. Morales- Scientists of Sound 5. R. Kozinski- Gristle Whistles 
Knees in action create reaction Coach Rogers lectures on pep. 
"SPOTTY THE WONDER DOG" 
THIS WEEK IN SPORTS 
If you weren't there you 
missed the sporting event of the 
year. The Jock Pack was there 
and green Plastique by "Mr. HeftY" 
fth some'Vf The "boys'"" 
"from M.B." in the locker room ' 
before the game. The general 
feeling was perfectly described 
by Wayne DeSalvo when he said, 
"We understand these guys are 
real butchers- especially the 
one they call 'scuz', yeah, 
real tough 1ittle fella, I 
hear he got his letter at Hal-
ston... We're tired of not 
being intense." 
The boys played a rough 
and tumble game to a largely 
Caucasian crowd. The first 
half was dominated by fierce 
outbreaks of pinching and biting. 
The Boys from Miter got some 
unintended moral assistance from 
"Spotty the Wonder Dog" when he 
delved into unexplored frontiers 
of "dog art1 as he awed disbeliev­
ing s pectators with his marksman­
ship. At the conclusion of the 
first half as the field was be­
ing hosed down, the score lay-
M.B.- 20; Hot Dogs- 6. 
Half time entertainment 
consisted of the 85 piece MBL 
Marching Band from Grand Rapids 
Michigan forming dental charts. 
This tour de Force was entitled 
"HappyHygiene'. Lead saxophonist 
B. Miller highlighted the per­
formance with a revealing Sax 
Sol o. 
The second half was kicked 
off when Coach Joe Rogers brought 
the crowd to its feet with a 
gallant attempt to rid himself 
of his affliction Even in his 
failure his courageous effort was 
enough to spur his M.ter Boxers 
on to a 42 to 6 win. It's dis­
Meat Horn 
To the Sports Editor-
Just wanted to let you know 
that I had the good fortune to 
sit with your Sports Editor Dan 
Blocker at the Miter Boxing All-
star football game. I bel ieve D 
Dan is one of our 
Dan is one of the most lively 
personalities is sports today. 
In my book there are no other 
sports writers- further on Dan. 
Keep up the good work. 
Forever, 
J. Hendrix 
plays such as these that earned 
Rogers the tag- "Sport of the 
Year". An incredible game and 
an incredible team- Miter Boxing 
Je ne suis pas-
Dan Blocker 
H continued from page 2. 
painters" in the department already, 
Witness the last group show at 
Woods-Gerry (re: Hall, Weinberg, 
Fee, Cornfield, etc...) and the 
sophomore show outside the metal 
shop. There are also a lot of 
other painters that the school 
unfortunately hasn't seen whose 
work is tremendously exciting. 
Certainly there are pressures from 
some fronts to have a Woods-Gerry 
show, but I thi nk, it's a good ex­
perience to have while your're 
still in school. You get to see 
what goes into having a show-
exactly those pressures and also 
the technical end of having to 
hang the show. Granted there are 
people who will do anything to 
achieve successor stardom, but I 
haven't seen much of this attitude 
come out of the Painting Depart­
ment in the form of "slick" work. 
I have seen some great paintinq 
though. s 
Ken 01 sen 
Paint ing-  Jr. 
Dear R/SD Press: 
I'm writ.ing in regard to a 
recent letter by Nadine DeLawrence 
damning the "R/SD Whitemale orien­
ted racist student body" for the 
"Black Sambo" drawing which ap­
peared in the March 1st Press. I 
saw the drawing in question and I 
must admilr, Ms. DeLawrence's state­
ment questioning and condemning the 
validity, need, and reasoning behind 
it are totally founded. Vlhat I'm 
writing about is the abundant (re­
dundant) rhetoric that she felt 
obligated to tack on In addition 
to her comment about "Black Sambo." 
/ app reciate the fact that 
Ms. DeLawrence is a human being with 
a free mind. She might disagree 
with me, my being a white male stu­
dent, but I a lso consider myself 
a human being with a free mind. 
I r esent generalizations such as 
the ones which permeated her letter. 
This kind of "stereotyping" is on 
a par with "Black Sambo" drawings 
and leads to the same results -
distrust, misunderstanding, and 
segregation. 
1 gr ew up in northern Maine 
and never saw a member of the 
Black race in person until I was 
almost an adolescent. 1 rea d with 
disgust and dismay about the prob­
lems that seemed to exist a million 
miles away in the ghettos, the 
South, etc. 1 won dered how people 
could feel superior to others and 
tried to educate myself on the 
history of blacks in this country. 
When I came to RISD I had my 
first opportunity to be with and 
experience black people my own 
age and with similar interestsv-
(this being art school) I soo n 
found out that the blacks, with a 
few rare exceptions, wanted 
nothing to do with me. They were 
into their own "experience" i.e. 
cliques. It wasn't "cool" to talk 
to whites, after all, my forefathers 
and race had done terrible things 
to their forefathers and, as a 
result, I owed. Needless to say, 
after being ignored each time a 
so-called "jivin' mother" walked 
by, I got the message. I decided 
that it was too bad that I cou ldn't 
be judged as a human being, as a 
person with a free mind, and not 
for what someone else had done. 
Seems ironic to me - a neverending 
cycle of superiority complexes! 
David Newbert 
P.S. If I am a "whitemale racist 
student," (and I don 't feel that 
I am) I would attribute this to 
four years of "first hand" exper­
ience with the inflated egos of 
the black communities of Brown and 
RISD. 
Dear Editors, 
FRISBEE AFTER DARK 
1. Who wore the first color coor­
dinated frisbee at RISD? 
2. Who brought the CHIC frisbee to 
RISD? 
3. Who's FRIS-ing off to the Little 
B. this W.? 
4. Who designed the frisbee door/ 
stop for Spats? 
5. Who coined the phrase "Frisbee 
After Dark?" 
6. Who opted for the big pockets 
in order to carry their matching 
frisbee? 
7. Who was caught wham-oing in the 
Lav? 
8. Who CARES? 
Twin Bu11s 
Two Fish 
£ a Kangaroo! 
TY/V/O A 
needed for 
student run pro­
duction in film 
SALARY negotiable 
Experience 
not necessary 
PHONE: 
751-3557 
Sailing Club-Sat. 9:30 a.m. 
meeting Wed.- 7p.m. Homer 
Lounge 
&i"E?Ue: meets Poop oad Diddle. 
ter> Muck -f*»lia*Ate( 
£ rrioan w sleep when X hear H\e whiVSi 
TK«Y cleave +W e <3(oonh ofdreoms. o. btVdin^  < 
Clanging, clanging upon -H^e. hearl" a_s uf>or\ cm 
,0U /*wt reMne< 
,At>kW W K. 
fc@SSSgBga 
DRAFTS 
The Rhode Island Association 
of Craftsmen is an organization 
producing craftsmen and people 
interested in crafts. Its goal is 
to preserve and strengthen the tra­
dition of crafts, which is character­
ized by technical innovation, imag­
ination and craftsmanship. The qual­
ity of all work should be consistent 
with this tradition, whether it is 
a result of serial or unique produc­
tion. It should exhibit sensitivity 
to materials as well as highly devel­
oped skill. 
R.I.A.C. offers many services 
to the craftsman: show and sales op­
portunities; a program of workshops, 
lectures and demonstrations; a monthly 
newsletter about craftsmens' activ­
ities in the area, pl.aces to show 
and general information; and a direc­
tory of Rhode Island Craftsmen in­
cluding the names of all members 
of the association. The president 
of R.I.A.C. is the Northeast Region­
al Assembly Representative to the 
American Crafts Council, thus pro­
viding the membership with a direct 
means of communication both to and 
from the ACC in New York. 
Membership is open to all 
crafts-oriented people living in R.I. 
and the surround ing area. There are 
two categories. 
ASSOCIATE: open to all people 
who are interested in helping the 
crafts through productive member­
ship, students and others who are 
in the process of developing their 
skills. Associate members may enter 
juried shows only. Yearly dues are 
$5.00. 
open to the assoc'e 
ates whose work has been reviewed 
and accepted by a two—thirds affirm­
ative vote of the Standards Commit­
tee. Craftsmen may enter all shows, 
sales, etc. Yearly dues are $8.00. 
The Standards Committee will 
be guided by the following defini­
tion: A craftsman member is pro­
ducing original objects, handmade 
by the craftsman, displaying techni­
cal competence. 
Membership dues are for the 
period beginning June 1 to May 31 
of the following year. For further 
information contact the R.I.A.C 
at (A01) 831- 5211 . 
LONNY SCHIFF 
P A S T EL S  A ND  P R I N T S  
FEBRUARY 27 - MARCH 27, 1974 
TUESDAY - SUNDAY 1-5 P.M. 
BROCKTON ART CENTER - FULLER MEMORIAL 
OAK STREET ON UPPER PORTER'S POND 
V BROCKTON, MASSACHUSETTS 02401 
£588-6000 
BUSINESS AND THE CREATIVE ARTS: 
Workshop and Counseling 
Service for all RISD Students 
Tuesday 9~12 Lecture and Counseling 
Mike Cerullo 
Thursday 3-12 Workshop and Counsel-
ing—Mike Cerullo, 
Business Consultant. 
Dates: March 5 ~ May 16 
11 weeks, 22 meetings 
Objective: an introduction to 
methods and procedures of business, 
to help the artist understand how 
to relate to and work within the 
business community and use it to 
his/her own best interest through 
his/her own medium of expression. 
Course Outline: This workshop 
will cover general and specific 
ideas and involve students on an 
individual and group basis. Stu­
dents may pursue ideas, projects and 
lines of inquiry of their choice. 
Specialists in finance, legal law 
and production are available if 
needed. Appropriate field 
trips will be taken including 
visits to extensive information and 
research sources. After initial 
series of lectures and discussions, 
the class will break into workshop 
groups along specific interest 
lines, i.e. fine arts, graphics, de­
sign, architecture, etc. 
Material : Some of the General Sub­
jects to be covered: The structure 
of the corporation; profit and 
growth - the business of business; 
the contemporary business world, 
opportunity for positive and 
creative pragmatism. What is 
a product.; non-functional aspects 
of products and what is really 
"p l anrtGa o6so / escence . 
Practical Subjects: The market for 
art, design and crafts; alter­
natives to the gallery; starting 
a part- or full-time business 
venture; obtaining money for 
a business venture; how change 
takes place in the market and the 
corporate world; selling an idea--
legal, marketing and financial 
aspects; where and how to get part-
time and free lance jobs in your 
field. 
THIS IS A NON-CREDIT COURSE. 
RECENT PAINTINGS 
MARCH 2 -31,1974 
DAVID WELLS 
PAUL DOMINGUE 
STEPHEN MASCENA 
ART ASSOCIATION OF NEWPORT 
76 BELLEVUE AVE. NEWPORT R.I. 
RENTAL GALLERY AND TEA ROOM 
Summer 
Sessions 
This summer RISD will offer over 
35 different workshops represent­
ing a cross-section of departments 
in the college. Classes are gen­
erally small and informal and are 
taught by faculty and graduate 
students. For the first time, 
workshops will offer up to six un­
dergraduate credits which will be 
recorded by the Registrar for work 
successfully completed. The work­
shops are structured on the basis 
of a two and one-half day week 
with a winter session program for­
mat, providing for a minimum total 
of ninety hours in studio work 
Students may also elect a full five 
day week schedule by selecting to 
take the maximum summer load of 
one hundred-eighty hours in two 
different workshops. The dates for 
the summer workshops are June 24th Auguo c 2nd. 
per course. Xti iti on XS 924-0.00 
^Workshop Instructors and Courses: 
PICT0RAL PROBLEM SOLVING/Ryder 
HUMAN ANATOMY/Chin 
LEADED GLASS/Chihuly-Ryder 
JEWELRY & ME TALSMITH ING /Wh i te -Ar onov 
BASIC 6c ADVANCED WEAVING/Mar coux 
APPAREL DESIGN TECHNIQUES/Bowab 
CERAMICS/Davis-Hensley-Robrecht 
SILKSCREEN/Wood-Stoecker 
DESIGNING A BUILDING/St. Florian 
INTRODUCTION TO ARCHITECTURE/Barnes 
TERRAIN ANALYSIS/Lukens 
INDOOR HORTICULTURE/Druse 
HISTORIC PROVIDENCE/Hu11a 
WOOD CARVING/Bozarth 
STONE CARVING/Carsten 
EXPRESSION WITH PLASTER/Barrett 
ANIMAL SCULPTURE/Allsburg 
CAST PEWTER SCULPTURE/HeIfant 
FIGURE MODELING/Barrett 
MATERIALS & TECHNIQUES/Arita 
PAINTING ALTERNATIVES/Welis 
BASIC PAINTING/Wilkner-Ito 
DRAWING & COLOR HARMONY/Casey 
OBJECTIVE DRAWING TECHNIQUES/Patton 
CREATIVE DRAMATICS WORKSHOP/Van Daam 
LE TTERING/Pelletier 
INTAGLIO PRINTMAKING/Heyman 
BASIC & ADV. LITHOGRAPHY/Kortenhaus 
INTRODUCTORY FILM MAKING/Michalik 
16 MM SYNC. SOUND/O'Neill 
VIDEO SPACE: TV AS ELECTRONIC ART/Jungels 
ANIMATION/Millican angels 
BASIC PH0T0GRAPHY/Baker 
INTERMEDIATE ™TOGRAPHY/Tarnowski-Minkkinen 
ADVANCED PHOTOGRAPHY/Krot 
*You may pick up a summer session 
brochure at the Office of the 
Dean of Students, the S. A. 0. 
the Placement and Admissions 
Offices, or call Ext. 234, Bruce 
Helander at Summer Sessions. 
BROWN UNIVERSITY EVENTS 13 
Friday, 
March 15: Theatre Arts pre-
sents a Mime Workshop 
with Michael Grande. 
Lyman Hall at 2:00pm 
Concert Agency and 
WPRO presents David 
Crosby. Meehan Aud. 
8:00pm. Tickets: 
863-2191. 
BROWN STREET SERIES: 
"Chekov a la Russe"-
a performance of the 
"Three Sisters". 
Faunce House Theatre. 
8:00pm. Admission 
$3.00 by reservation 
only: 863-3307 
Sunday, 
Ma rch 17: MUSIC DEPARTMENT: 
David Laurent in a 
voice recital of 
British Romantic 
Music. A1umnae Hal 1 
at 8:30pm. 
Wednesday, 
March 20: 
POETRY READING: 
Florence Anthony will 
read from her poetry, 
Crystal Room, A:00pm. 
ANTHROPOLOGY FILM: 
"New Lives for Old" 
and "Trobriand Is­
landers." Carmich-
ael at 7:30pm. 
LADD OBSERVATORY: 
Open to the public 
for questioning and 
viewing. 210 Doyle 
Avenue, 8:00pm. 
MUSIC DEPARTMENT: 
d fan Dance Troupe 
at Alumnae Hal 1. 
8:30pm. Admis­
sion $2.00, students 
$1.00. 
Drawings, paintings, ceramic 
sculpture and crafts by over 100 
children who are attending the Jun­
ior School at the Rhode Island 
School of Design will be shown at 
the Woods-Gerry Gallery from March 
13-19. 
Taught by student instructors 
from the RISD Division of Teacher 
Education, the Junior School is held 
Saturday mornings for a 20-week 
period. The children range from 
grade five through high school. 
This year, there are AO RISD in­
structors, each of whom is teaching 
for one 10-week period... assuring 
individual attention for the 
aspiring artists. The RISD Divis­
ion of Teacher Education is under 
the director of Professor David 
Manzella. 
The gallery will also show 
ceramics by graduate student 
Peter Lewis; sculpture by Mark Ra-
binowitz ('75) and prints by sen­
iors Ana Guerra, Howard Kook, and 
Paul Metcalf. 
PAM MACSAI AND HER PRINT COLLECTION 
8th floor College Bldg. Print Gal­
lery. March 13th - 20th. Mon-Fri 
from 9_5-
New Workshop Course in B usiness 
and the Creative Arts. Taught by 
Mike Cerullo, business consultant. 
A special meeting March 21st 
in CB A23 at *t:30 p.m. has been 
set up to inform you about this 
course. 
Included in the subject mat­
ter will be the legal and finan­
cial matters pertaining to corpor­
ations, marketing and freelance wo f- #c . 
If you are unable to attend 
this meeting but are interested 
in the 11-week course starting 
now - see the personnel in the 
graduate studies office. 
ART SHOW IN BOSTON 
We just found out about this 
folks, terribly sorry, for such 
short notice. 
Cy Lipsitt, from the Society 
of Arts and Crafts, will be in the 
3rd floor Metcalf this Saturday the 
16th at 2:00 p.m. to talk to the 
people interested in participating 
in the student art show in Boston. 
His gallery is very, very small, 
so not too many people will get to 
go this time around... 
We say "this time around" 
because this show is a test and a 
foot in the door for a larger show, 
encompassing more departments, next 
year. A show consisting of several 
galleries on Newbury St. so that 
people will go to "RISD opening on 
Newbury" or something like that. 
"WHO CONTROLS OUR WATER?" 
Ecology Action and Rl J r. College 
invite you to a symposium at the 
PIE, RIJC Knight Campus, March 
29 and 30. Call 27^-9^29 for 
further information. 
A video performance piece will 
be presented by Jerry Kearns, on 
Friday March 22nd, at 2:00 p.m. 
in the Auditorium. Jerry Kearns 
is an Associate Professor of Sculp­
ture at the University of Mass., 
Amherst. His most recent exhibition 
of photographic documentation was 
at the O.K. Harris Gallery, New York, 
in January 197**. 
The Division of Freshman Foun­
dation is sponsoring the performance 
and cordially invites all students 
and faculty of RISD, 
ALAN S0NDHEIM: 
"Post-Conceptual Art" 
a lecture sponsored by 
the Liberal Arts Division, 
Tuesday, March 19th, 
412 College Bldg., 2 PM. 
ALAN S0NDHEIM: 
"Recent Work" 
a lecture sponsored by 
the Idea Art Workshop, 
Tuesday, March 19th, 
423 College Bldg., 7 PM. 
DRAWINGS and PAINTINGS 
by 
Jeanne BunHley 
OPENING SUNDAY, MARCH 17-THREE TO FIVE P.M. 
AT THE PROVIDENCE ART CLUB, 11 THOMAS ST., PROVIDENCE 
CONTINUING THRU MARCH 29 • MONDAY THRU SATURDAY, 10 :00 A.M. TO 4:00 P.M 
SUNDAY, MARCH 2 4, 3:00 TO 5:00 P.M. 
MEMBERS, THEIR GUESTS AND THE PUBUC ARE CORDIALLY INVITED 
-Z-fiOCKIN1 BLUES WITH A Ft. FUNG 
ifclLE IfCHTJIJM 
-THE imrLcv/ 
APPEARING) AT THK REFECTORM MAHM2S 
9-06 P.M. AOMtSMN W/X>Q 
.,»! _i- a 
CALENDAR 
March 15 Friday 
8:30-11:30 PM Aud Square Dance Club 
March 16 Saturday 
6-8 PM Aud TKD Club 
March 17 Sunday 
11:30 AM St. Stephen's Church College Episcopal Service 
7 PM Upper Refectory Catholic Mass 
March 18 Monday 
2-4 PM CB 322 Lecture (Freshman Office) 
4-6 PM Aud Modern Dance - Verna Blair 
7-9 PM Aud Tap Dancing - Bria n Jones 
March 19 Tuesday 
2-4 PM CB 322 Lecture (Freshman Office) 
2-6 PM Aud Slide Lecture - Graphics Dep't 
2-4 PM CB 412 Lecture - Alan Sondheim 
8:30-9:30 PM RI Tennis Club RISD Tennis 
March 20 Wednesday 
Noon-2PM Upper Refectory Fine Arts Visiting Committee 
2-4 PM CB 423 Kathy Acker - R eading -
Painting Club 
2-4 PM CB 515 Freshman Dep't 
4:30-6 PM Faculty Lounge Mr. Brisson 
7 PM CB 412 Mr. Sondheim and Ms. Acker 
7-9 PM Aud Tap Dancing - B rian Jones 
March 21 Thursday 
Noon-2 PM Upper Refectory Fine Arts Visiting Committee 
4:30 PM CB 412 AD.Contact - Lecture 
7:30 PM Aud Film Society - WALKABOUT 
THE BROWN FILM SOCIETY 
Car 7:00 F r i  
Sat 
Sun 
Mon 
Tues 
Wed 
Thur 
9:30 
12:00 
Car 2:00 
7 :00 
J 2:00 
Car 7:30 
F.H. 7:00 
9:30 
12:00 
List 7:30 
9:30 
F.H. 7:00 
9:30 
12:00 
r.H. 7:00 
9:30 
12:00 
List 8:00 
Bertolucci 1 s BEFORE THE REVOLUTION - the film that 
made Bertolucci famous, about a young man torn between 
the joys of Life and a committment to Politics. 
(same as above) 
Hitchcock's SUSPICION - Joan Fontaine suspects her 
husband, Cary Grant, wants to murder her. 
Disney's DUMBO - full length cartoon feature, maybe 
Disney's best. 
Kurosawa's THE SEVEN SAMURAI - the definitive, 
action-packed, exciting samurai epic, in its original 
uncut version, with Toshiro Mifune. 
Hi tchcock 's NORTH BY NORTHWEST - Cary Grant 9o e s  f r o m  
Madison Avenue to Mount Rushmore in a fentast ic colo r 
suspense romp. 
THE SEVEN SAMURAI 
DELIVERANCE - four men in the wilderness, with Jon 
Voight and Burt Reynolds. 
THE DEVIL IN MISS JONES - the classiest, most enjoyable 
skin f1ick around. 
(same as above) 
Fritz Lang's FURY, with Spencer Tracy - a small town 
becomes a mob and tries to lynch an innocent stranger. 
(same as above) 
DELIVERANCE 
(same as above) 
THE DEVIL IN MISS JONES 
DELIVERANCE 
THE DEVIL IN MISS JONES 
(same as above) 
Film Lecture: Andrew Sarris and his wife, Molly Haskell, 
both movie critics for the Village Voice, will be here 
to talk on films with students. Open to the public. 
WHEN WE RETURNEP FROM 
A VISIT TO MOTHER- FRE6T0\ 
A FOOL, EAR&ECUE, PATIO,. 
"OIFT5' FROM ANONYMOUS 
APPRECIATIVE CITIZEN5... 
IEWARD: 
'f o b . the APf REHENSIcmI 'OF AM Apt-, {S.uj&L-E . 
|close )ro/z. next fal, 
^oRMAy) .  
C°N7V\cT NU*A 
ATTENTION!'! Softball meeting 
to be held Wednesday night, 
March 20 is now being held' 
Tuesday, March 19, 10pm., room 
423, because of the Deep Purple 
concert. 
Matt 
CLASSIFIEDS 
MELLOW YELLOW - her name fits her 
perfectly. Gentle cat needs love 
and will gjVe her affection. Tamed 
•nail respects. See Connie at 
the Golden Sheaf, 123 N. Main St. 
Rapidograph for Sale - Staldter-Mars 
pen plus nibs, nos. 000 thru 3. 
$17.00. Contact Ron, box 992 or 
call 621-6021. 
£0R_SALE- Mamiya C 330 Professional 
camera. 2£ x 2£ format. 80 mm 
lens, sunshade. Good condition. 
$175.00. Contact box 220. 
Bui1ding Hours During Spring Recess 
The buildings will be open from 
8:00 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. every day 
during the recess. Because of the 
energy crisis, temperatures will be 
lowered in all buildings not occu­
pied by staff during that period. 
WANTED: I want to buy a single 
lens reflex camera. $100. or less 
(or near.) Steve, box 915, or 
831-7841. 
AN IMPORTANT MEETING OF THE FAf.Ul TY 
RISD UNION ~ 
Wednesday March 20th 
4:30 Faculty Lounge 
MOVING OUT! We pay you $15 if we 
take your place. We need: 
Room for 3 
Reasonable rent 
Reasonably sanitary 
n Reasonably close to RISD 
call 751-2316 or box 143, 340 
Strathmore drawing paper, gloves, 
notebooks, and blue jackets may 
disappear from the refectory coat 
tables by the end of next week, 
(claim your loss.) 
Any sophomores, juniors, or seniors 
or graduate students interested in 
living in RISD housing for the 
academic year, 1974-5, please come 
down to the Dean of Students Office 
as soon as possible. 
riKS. DEflLY'5 KITCHEN 
tn r esponse to my invitation 
to submit recipes, tlve got a good 
one from Martha Hesse, tt's called 
EMMIE'S PORTUGUESE STEW 
1 lb . Linguisa sausage 
1 l b. Cherise sausage 
1 head white cabbage 
3 large cans stewed tomatoes 
carrots, potatoes (use your own 
judgement) 
anything else you might want to throw 
in, such as Zuccint squash, pepr-
pers, onions 
Throw everything in a large pot. 
Simmer slowly for about 2 hours. 
About 10 minutes before serving add* 
2 cans of red kidney beans. Serve 
with bread. 
Martha tells me that this is 
what the Portuguese fishermen eat 
when they go out on the fishing 
boats. 
A couple of weeks ago, f lis ted 
some places to go if you happened 
to be bored with what was happening 
here on the east side. What I did 
fail to do was to offer some advice 
to properly equip people to venture 
out into towny Providence life. So 
this week I hope to rectify that. 
First, some don'ts about dress. 
Don't wear paint-stained jeans or 
t-shirts unless you are prepared to 
do the suffering artist routine 
all night. If you're a girl, don't 
wear a bra only if you wear a turtle-
neck sweater; however, if you wear a 
tight, sleeveless knit top, wear a 
bra with a lot of seams, tf you 
are a guy, either wear muscle shirts 
or wear your shirt open to the 
second button from the waist. Rol -
1 ing your cigarettes up your sleeve 
is out. 
Now, for introductions. Lines 
are great. Providence would not 
exist without them. However, do your 
best to come up with something a 
little bit better than "Do you come 
here often?" Some suggestions: 
"My doctor advised me never to drink 
alone." or,"I'm glad you don't 
recognize me; I'd rather have 
you like me for myself." or, 
the great standby, "You look just 
like Joe Namath (O.J. Simpson, 
Billy Jean King, Jane Fonda, etc.,' 
suit your own taste.)" 
And now, what to do in emer­
gencies. Situation: Some guy has 
just picked up the chair next to 
15 
you and smashed it over someone's 
head. What do you do? Answer. 
Sit calmly and try to avoid the fly­
ing debris, because the cops will 
be there in 30 seconds and anyone 
who is standing up is fair game. 
Situation: The boyfriend of the 
girl you just picked up has just 
come back from the men's room and 
looks like he's about ready to 
rearrange your face. Now what do 
you do? Tell him about how's she's 
been tel 1 ing you about how lucky she 
is to have a guy like him. Hope 
that talking in circles will make 
him dizzy enough so you can slip 
away. 
But here's a place to eat 
where you won't need to know any 
of this stuff: Alexander's Res­
taurant on Matthewson St., downtown. 
It's a great place for lunch (lots 
of different sandwiches and salads) 
and they have desserts like you would 
not believe. I, personally, am par­
tial to their strawberry shortcake, 
one serving of which is enough for 
lunch itself. 
The Quote-for-the-Week: 
"He just wants you to think 
he's a cunning linguist." 
T.H. Jr., 3-12-74 
KPHJR 
(T.H.Jr. - Stiok to Netherland-tsh 
tots.) 
counselors & monitors 
The following students have been selected as Student Counselors and Monitors for the 
academic year, 1974—75: 
Lori Lichten, 
Angell House Susan Goodline. Prospect House 
STUDENT COUNSELORS 
Debby Chin 
Homer 4th Alan Reingold, 
Homer Basement 
Babette Strousse, 
Nickerson 4th 
STUDENT MONITORS 
Sarah Loughran, 
Allen House 
David Masso, 
Homer 1st 
Peter Conant, 
Homer 2nd 
Ann Vivian, 
Homer 3rd 
Mark Pollack, 
Nickerson 2nd 
Kenneth Carpenter, 
Congdon House 
Richard Askin, 
Farnum Hall 
Diane Jaroch, 
Homer 5th 
Ron Vestri, 
Nickerson 1st 
Kathy Fitzgerald, 
Nickerson 3rd 
Cynthia Milliken, 
Collins House 
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